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Wireless sensor networks have some obvious nega-
tive characteristics, such as limited communication
range, energy constraints, and vulnerability. A
group key agreement in this environment requires
lightweight cross-cluster, computation, and com-
munication overhead, and a highly safe group key
agreement protocol. With these demands in mind
and with the goal of unscrambling current theo-
ries [1–5], we propose a cross-domain lightweight
asymmetric group key agreement to establish a
safe and efficient group communication channel be-
tween sensor nodes.

The certifiable asymmetric group key agreement
proposed in this article has the following advan-
tages.

(1) Crossing-cluster capacity. The sensor nodes
participating in the group key agreement can be
distributed in different clusters, and a crossing-
cluster asymmetric group key agreement is achi-
eved through bridge technology when the commu-
nication capacity of the sensor nodes is limited, to
transmit the information exchanged between the
remote sensor nodes safely.

(2) Lightweight calculation. As the asymmet-
ric group key is involved in larger communications
and their calculations, compared with a symmetry

group key agreement, the calculation and commu-
nication loads of the sensor node are accomplished
by a cluster head node through unequal comput-
ing technology. This can alleviate resource restric-
tions of sensor nodes and achieve the performance
of an asymmetric group key agreement, which pro-
vides the scheme with the security and flexibility
of an asymmetric group key agreement, as well as
lightweight calculation in the symmetric group key
agreement.

(3) The group key is self-certified. After the
group member calculates the group key, it can ver-
ify the correctness of the calculated group key on
its own by mapping the function simply, rather
than by an additional round of broadcast commu-
nication.

Preliminary. (1) Bilinear mapping. The defi-
nition of bilinear mapping is as follows: Suppose
G1 is the addition group, G2 is multiplicative cycle
group, and they have the same large prime number
order q, q > 2k + 1, where k is a safety parameter
under a discrete logarithm assumption. G1 and G2

are a pair of bilinear groups. Suppose G1 = 〈g1〉.
e is calculable bilinear mapping, e : G1×G1 → G2.

Nature 1 (Bilinear). For all g1, g2 ∈ G1, and a, b
∈ Z∗

q , there is e(ag1, bg2) = e(g1, g2)
ab.
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Nature 2 (Nondegeneracy).That is, e(g1, g2) 6= 1.

Nature 3 (Calculability). There is an efficient
algorithm, such that for g1, g2 ∈ G1, e(g1, g2) is
calculable.

(2) Computing complexity.

Assumption 1 (Discrete logarithm problem).
Suppose g1, g

′
1 ∈ G1. Find an integer a that makes

g′1 = ag1 difficult to calculate.

Assumption 2 (Divisible computational Diffie-
Hellman (DCDH) problem). Suppose a triad (g1,
ag1, bg1) ∈ G1, for the unknown numbers a, b ∈
Z∗
q . It is difficult to calculate (a/b)g1.

Lightweight intercluster asymmetric group key

agreement protocol. It is proposed that a light-
weight intercluster asymmetric group key agree-
ment protocol is certified between wireless sensor
nodes. Take one group key agreement of sensor
nodes in one cluster as an example. There are two
hypotheses that need to be considered.

The set of low-energy nodes in cluster head
Ui is U = {ui,1, ui,2, . . . , ui,n}, and the set of
its corresponding identities is I = {idui,1

, idui,2
,

. . . , idui,n
}. The public key pair of any nodes

Ui,j (1 6 j < N) is (ski,j , pki,j), ski,j ∈ Z∗
q ,

pki,j = ski,jg1. Ui is a cluster head with higher
energy in this cluster, and the set of its correspond-
ing identity is idUi

.The public/private key pair of
Ui is (SKi,PKi), where SKi ∈ Z∗

q , PKi = SKig1.

Each node can know identity information of
other members before executing the protocol.

(1) Generation of alliance key between cluster
heads. Suppose the set of cluster heads of N clus-
ters is φ = U1, U2, . . . , Un. Any cluster head Ui

(1 6 i 6 N) chooses SKi ∈ Z∗
q randomly, and

calculates PKi = SKig1. The public/private key
pair of Ui (1 6 i 6 N) is (SKi,PKi), where SKi

is reserved secretly by the cluster head. PKi is
broadcast and opened to the public.

To build a complete trinity tree, make cluster
head Ui (1 6 i 6 N) of N clusters as the nodes of
the leaves of the trinity tree. Th,l are the non-leaf
nodes, h is the number of layers (height) of the
node in the tree, and l (1 6 h 6 ⌊logN3 ⌋, 1 6 l 6
⌊N/3⌋) is the l-th node in the layer.

Each leaf node Ui (1 6 i 6 N) can calculate
the public key of its parent node Th,⌊i/3⌋ (0 6 i 6
N) by using its own private key and the public
key of its sibling node. That is, the private key
of its parent node is TXh,⌊i/3⌋ = H1(e(PKi+1,
PKi+2)

SKi) = H1(e(PKi,PKi+2)
SKi+1) =

H1(e(Yi, Yi+1)
SKi+2) = H1(e(g1, g1)

SKiSKi+1SKi+2).
TXh,⌊i/3⌋ is reserved secretly, and the corre-
sponding public key of its parent TYh,⌊i/3⌋ =
TXh,⌊i/3⌋g1 is broadcast. Each leaf node is cal-
culated upwardly to the root node T0,0. When a

leaf node Uj (1 6 j 6 N) does not have a sibling
node, the private key of its parent node can be
calculated by TXh,⌊j/3⌋ = H1(e(g1, g1)

SKj ), and
the corresponding public key of its parent node
is TYh,⌊j/3⌋ = TXh,⌊j/3⌋g1. When a leaf node
Uj (1 6 j 6 N) lacks one sibling node, the pri-
vate key of its parent node can be calculated by
TXh,⌊j/3⌋ = H1(e(PKi+1, g1)

SKi) = H1(e(PKi,
g1)

SKi+1) = H1(e(g1, g1)
SKiSKi+1), and the corre-

sponding public key of its parent node is TYh,⌊j/3⌋

= TXh,⌊j/3⌋g1. According to the nature of bilin-
ear mapping, all cluster head nodes (leaf nodes)
can calculate the same private key of the tree root
node T0,0. This private key is considered a shared
alliance key between cluster heads.

(2) Cross-cluster sensor node key agreement. If
the sensor nodes participating in the group key
agreement are distributed in a different cluster,
then the process of the cross-cluster group key
agreement is as follows.

(i) Each sensor node ui,t (1 6 i 6 R, 1 6 t 6 n)
chooses two numbers mi,t, qi,t ∈ Z∗

q . Then it cal-
culates Qi,t = qi,tg1, Ti,t = ((mi,t + ski,t)/qi,t)g1,
Mi,t = mi,tPKi, and sends (idui,t

, Qi,t, Ti,t,Mi,t)
to cluster head Ui. (Note: (idui,t

, Qi,t, Ti,t,Mi,t) is
conserved on a memory card in advance to reduce
the number of online calculations and to extend
the sensor life.)

(ii) After receiving (idui,t
, Qi,t, Ti,t,Mi,t) (1 6

i 6 R, 1 6 t 6 n), cluster head Ui(1 6

i 6 N) verifies the equation e(Qi,t, Ti,t) =?e(g1,
SK−1

i Mi,t)e(g1, pki,t). If it is true, Ui can ensure
that (idui,t

, Qi,t, Ti,t,Mi,t) is sent by ui,t, make

MUi
= TX0,0, and calculate fi,t = SK−1

i MUi
Mi,t

(1 6 i 6 R, 1 6 t 6 n).

(iii) Between each cluster head Ui (1 6 i 6 N),
the information of the sensor nodes participating
in the group key agreement in each cluster fi,t is
transmitted and shared commonly. For the sake of
convenience, suppose there are two clusters whose
sensor nodes participate in a group key agree-
ment, which is a cross-cluster group key agree-
ment between cluster head Ui and cluster head
Uj . Then, Ui will send the information about
the internal nodes participating in the key agree-
ment (fi,t, Qi,t, Ti,t, pki,t) (1 6 t 6 n) to Uj,
and Uj will send the information about the in-
ternal nodes participating in the key agreement
(fi,t, Qi,t, Ti,t, pki,t) (1 6 t 6 n) to Ui as well.

• Ui chooses a random number qUi
∈ Z∗

q ,
and calculates QUi

= qUi
g1, TUi

= ((mUi
+

SKi)/qUi
)g1, PK =

∑n
t=1 pki,t+

∑n
t=1 pkj,t, QT =∏n

t=1 e(Qi,t, Ti,t)×
∏n

t=1 e(Qj,t, Tj,t), P = mUi
PK,

R = QTm2
Ui

, and φUi
= mUi

g1Ui. Ui can calculate

group encryption key ekUi
= (R,P ) and group de-
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Table 1 Complexity analysis of authenticated protocols

Protocol Modular exponentiation Tate pairing Scalar multiplication Length of message sent Length of message received

Lee et al. [6] 3 0 n 2|G1| n|G1|

Tsai [7] 2 3 3 3|G1| (n+ 1)|G1|

Chen et al. [8] n 4 4n+ 1 (2n+ 3)|G1| (2n+ 3)|G1|

Zhang et al. [9] n+ 5 4 5n+ 2 (n+ 4)|G1| (n+ 4)|G1|

Ours – 5 2 4|G1| (n+ 4)|G1|

cryption key dkUi
= e(φUi

,
∑n

t=1 fi,t +
∑n

t=1 fj,t).
Then, Ui broadcasts (idUi

, fi,1, fi,2, . . . , fi,n, fj,1,
fj,2, . . . , fj,n, QUi

, TUi
, R, P ) to the sensor nodes in

the same cluster.
• Similarly, Uj chooses a random number

qUj
∈ Z∗

q , and calculates QUj
= qUj

g1, TUj

= ((mUj
+ SKj)/qUj

)g1, PK =
∑n

t=1 pkj,t +∑n
t=1 pki,t, QT =

∏n
t=1 e(Qj,t, Tj,t)×

∏n
t=1 e(Qi,t,

Ti,t), P = mUj
PK, R = QTm2

Uj

, φUj
= mUj

g1Uj .

Uj can calculate group encryption key ekUj
=

(R,P ) and group decryption key dkUj
= e(φUj

,∑n
t=1 fj,t+

∑n
t=1 fi,t). Then, Uj broadcasts (idUj

,
fj,1, fj,2, . . . , fj,n, fi,1, fi,2, . . . , fi,n, QUj

, TUj
, R, P )

to the sensor nodes in the same cluster.

(iv) Group key calculation. After each node
in each cluster ui,t (1 6 i 6 R, 1 6 t 6 n)
receives the broadcast from cluster head Ui

(1 6 i 6 N), it verifies e(QUi
, TUi

) =?e(g1,
m−1

i,t fi,t)e(g1,PKi). If the equation is true, each
ui,t (1 6 i 6 R, 1 6 t 6 n) can ensure that (idUi

,
fi,1, fi,2, . . . , fi,n, fj,1, fj,2, . . . , fj,n, QUi

, TUi
, R, P )

is sent by cluster head Ui. Then, each ui,t

(1 6 i 6 R, 1 6 t 6 n) can obtain group en-
cryption key ekui,t

= (R,P ), and calculate φi,t =

fi,tm
−1
i,t and group decryption key dkui,t

= e(φi,t,
∑i=n,t=n

i=1,t=1 fi,t) = e(mUi
g1,

∑i=n,t=n
i=1,t=1 fi,t) by using

its own key parameter mi,t.
(v) The group key is self-certified. ui,t (1 6 i 6

R, 1 6 t 6 n) verifies equation e(P, φi,t)dkui,t
=?

R to verify the correctness of ekui,t
and it calcu-

lates dkui,t
.

Complexity analysis. We compared and ana-
lyzed the literature from recent years that can be
quantified. All of these protocols are suitable for
wireless sensor networks. Thus, they are compa-
rable and representative. According to data from
these protocols, comparative analysis involves the
complexity of calculation and communication, and
the protocol consumption of the total energy. Ta-
ble 1 lists a comparison and analysis between the
agreements of this study and four comparable and
representative group key agreement protocols in
the calculation of complexity and traffic.

Conclusion. We proposed a cross-cluster asym-

metric group key agreement protocol for wireless
sensor networks. As a sensor network is vulnera-
ble to attack, an asymmetric group key agreement
protocol is proposed, that is, the sensor nodes
exchange information using an asymmetric cryp-
tosystem. As the sensor node resources are lim-
ited, the scheme adopts asymmetric calculation,
making the sensor node bear lightweight calcula-
tion and communication.
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